Product Reviews Weycor AR75E T & AR65E wheel loaders

Weycor AR75E T & AR65E
Wheel Loaders
1:50th Scale

Left: The AR65E is a conventional
articulated wheel loader.

t the 2016 toyfair,
NZG announced
updated versions
of two Atlas Weycor
models, with the
difference to the previous
versions being the updated
Weycor markings. Interestingly,
the AR65E (Item 884) was
announced a year ago, but the
model was never actually

A

Right:
The range of
movement of the
loader arms and
bucket are authentic.
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released, so while it appears as
an update, it is actually a new
release. Weycor is a brand name
for Atlas Weyhausen GmbH who
has over 50 years of excellence
in wheel loader design and
development. The reason for the
logo change appears to be
because of trademark issues
with the rights held by Atlas
Maschinen GmbH.

The main rear chassis, body
and cabin castings of the AR65
appear to be the same as the
AR75E T with the rear engine
cover lifting up a little to reveal
the modelled interior which
consists of the engine block
and associated components.
The front chassis is a different
design with conventional loader
arms and Z-kinematic bucket

Above: Both models have an
opening rear engine housing
revealing the modelled interior.

Below: The cabin
interior is fully kitted
out with good detailing
of the exterior.

www.plantmodelworld.co.uk

Left:
The updated markings
on the AR75E T telescopic
wheel loader are the only
difference to the previous
release.

Right:
An accessory pallet
fork set is available to
fit either of the
loaders and replaces
the bucket.

www.plantmodelworld.co.uk

linkage fitted. The bucket is
attached to the arms with
removable pins, allowing it to
be removed.
The telescopic boom AR75E T
(Item 8831) has new markings
on the arm and rear engine cover
and apart from this; there are
no noticeable tooling changes
over the previous release. NZG
produced an accessory set for
the AR65E/AR75E T models (Item
936) consisting of a frame and
a pair of pitch adjustable pallet
forks which pin onto the coupler
mounted to the arms of the
respective model. The accessory
also comes with a plastic pallet.
It is relatively easy to detach the
bucket and fit the pallet fork
frame but care is needed not
to lose the small pins which are
fairly loose, so tilting the model
can result in them falling out.
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Special
Liebherr

Liebherr A918 Compact (Updated Design)

Product Reviews

Below:
1:50th scale Liebherr
A918 Compact wheeled
excavator from NZG.

Above:
The Likufix quick
coupler is fully piped
up with flexible hoses.

Manufacturer: NZG
Item No: 943
Scale: 1:50thmod
Star Rating: mel.

(Updated Design)

Liebherr A918 Compact
Left:
The cabin has a
light coloured
interior with
tinted windows.
.

any companies
are upgrading
their equipment to
meet the Tier 4
Final emission
standards, resulting in updates
and modifications to the engine
compartments for the additional
filtration systems and equipment.
The A918 Compact is one such
machine which has been updated
in model form to represent the
latest styling and as such, most
of the model is based on the
original tooling including the
undercarriage, cabin and
digging equipment. The
main noticeable

M

difference is the upper engine
compartment which has a new
design featuring a raised upper
panel with silver finished grab
rail, printed grill markings and
rear view camera housing. The
side panel has changed slightly
and a pair of new, rear facing
light housings with painted
lenses are now fitted. It is a
shame that a new attachment
could not have been included
with the model considering
the stick is fitted with a Likufix
coupler. As expected from NZG,
the paint finish is excellent with
crisp overlaid printing of the
engine grills and Liebherr
markings.

Below: The new upper engine bay
is grey in colour with printed grills.

Left:
The model is based
on the original tooling
with updates to the
engine compartment.

www.plantmodelworld.co.uk
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Product Reviews Liebherr HS8100HD Duty Cycle Crawler Crane

Below:
Updated styling of the
crane includes grey
finished A-frame and
foundation equipment.

Liebherr
HS8100HD
Duty Cycle
Crawler Crane

Above:
The detachable undercarriage track
frames extend to provide a stable base
with working jacks fitted to the main
undercarriage frame.

Above:
The cabin can tilt to about 30o with a
light coloured interior and roof window
protection.

he HS8100HD duty
cycle crane can
perform a multitude of
tasks with a wide
range of attachments
for soil stabilisation, foundation,
demolition and material handling
duties. The crane is powered by
a 530hp Liebherr D856 A7 SCR
diesel engine with an operational

T
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weight of 89 ton and a maximum
lift capacity of 100 ton. The
1:50th scale model presented
here from NZG is an update to
the previously released HS855HD
and uses some of the same
tooling with an updated body
and additional foundation
equipment.
The track frames can be

extended to provide a larger
footprint with detachable side
panels hiding the screws which
allow the track frames to be
removed from the undercarriage
to reduce transport weight.
Four jacks are connected to the
undercarriage allowing it to be
authentically posed with the
track frames removed.

www.plantmodelworld.co.uk

Liebherr

Special

Left:
Three boom sections and jib
allow a choice of configurations.

Above:
Ladders provide access
to the upper areas which
have silver safety railings.

The cabin has large glazed
windows allowing the detailed
interior to be seen, complete with
contoured seat, joystick controls
and control console. The cab tilts
up to about 30 degrees and has
a roof window protection screen
with integrated work lights. A rear
view mirror and windscreen wiper
have been added with silver
painted walkways located along
both sides of the upper structure
and around the cab frame.
The main body of the model
features opening side doors
which give access to the
winding mechanisms fitted to the
winches. As with the HS855, the
two main lift winches are geared
with pressure needed to release
the lock before rotating to
raise/lower the line. The A-Frame
has metal pulleys and comes
fully rigged out of the box with
polystyrene used to keep the rope

in place. Interestingly, instructions are included detailing how
to reeve the A-frame. Plastic
safety railings are located on the
upper area with access steps
found on both sides.
The rear counterweight system
has been accurately captured
with lifting chains and adjustable
hydraulic jacks used to raise the
ballast into position before securing it with a metal pin. 10 small
side ballast plates are included
along with different length l
ocking pins.
Different configurations can be
achieved from the parts supplied
in the box including as a lifting

Left:
A number of
ballast plates
allow different
setups to be realised.
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crane with main and headache
ball hooks, as a dragline with
drag bucket and fairlead or as
a foundation machine with the
included diaphragm wall grab
which is constructed entirely of
metal with working mechanism
controlling the clams which open
and close depending on which
winch is operated. Small rope
cables are used which really
do look authentic. The dragline
bucket and fairlead are the
same tooling as the HS855,
as are the three main boom
sections and jib with the same
erection method used to connect
the metal pennant lines.

Manufacturer: NZG
Item No: 945
Scale: 1:50thmod
Star Rating: mel.

Left:
The fully functional
new diaphragm wall
grab is an interesting
addition and will also
be available separately
from NZG at a later date.

Right
The set includes
a dragline bucket
and fairlead for
drag operations.
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Product Reviews

Liebherr A922 Rail

Right:
All 4 stabilisers lower
to raise the wheels
off the ground.

Below:
The extended
cabin has a fully
finished interior.

Liebherr A922 Rail
The new A922 Rail is
a versatile excavator,
equally at home on the
road or on rails thanks
to the undercarriage
options including standard, narrow
track and friction wheel designs.
Depending on configuration, the
machine weighs between 20 and
23 ton and is powered by a
Liebherr D834 4- cylinder engine
delivering 150hp. Boom options

F

and a wide range of attachments
allow the A922 Rail to perform
all manner of tasks, from lifting,
digging and grading to track
maintenance, mulching and
tamping.
NZG has been commissioned
to produce the new version of
the Liebherr A922 Rail which is a

Right:
The two-piece
adjustable boom
and stick have an
excellent range
of movement.
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completely new model when
compared to its predecessor, the
A900C ZW. The undercarriage
has rail wheels at each end which
are hydraulically height adjustable
and connect with the ridge on the
included section of track frame.
The 4-point outriggers can be
lowered and are stiff enough to

Above:
The overlaid printing
of the engine grills
looks authentic.
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Liebherr
allow the wheels to lift off the
ground. Each of the pivoting
pads is painted yellow, just like
the full sized machine and this is
something that was missing on
the earlier A900C ZW. The front
axle has functional steering with
two different styles of rubber tyre
fitted to the wheels, the inner
ones having a flatter tread profile
to give more traction when
running on the rail tracks.
The body looks to be the same
design as the A918 Compact,
complete with side oriented
engine and multi-layer printing of
the grills which really does look
effective. The rear of the model
has raised rear facing light
housings with additional lights
fitted to the roof line while the
usual fine detailing parts include
metal grab rails, front and rear
window wipers, safety mirrors
and highlighted panel handles.
The extended size cabin has both
operator and observer seating with
a fully kitted out interior showing
the joystick controls, steering
wheel and contoured side console.
A number of warning and safety
labels are printed on the body
sides which certainly add to the
realism and the German Railway
yellow and black decoration
certainly stands out.

Another difference to the earlier
model is the choice of boom
configuration. The A922 Rail is
fitted with a two-piece 3.4m boom
with a Likufix quick coupler
mounted to the stick, complete
with flexible supply lines. The
wide, tilting grading bucket looks
to be the same as that on the
original although it has been
reworked to fit onto the coupler.
Unfortunately, this is the only
attachment in the box and it
would have been good to see
at least one additional tool.
The coupler has the same
dimensions as the A918
Compact so attachments can
be interchanged.

Special

Left:
The stick is fitted
with a Likufix
quick coupler
and detachable
grading bucket.

Manufacturer: NZG
Item No: 946
Scale: 1:50thmod
Star Rating: mel.

Below:
The rail wheels lower to connect
with the included section of rail track.

Below:
The tyres have different tread patterns
for the inner and outer wheels.

www.plantmodelworld.co.uk
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Product Reviews Atlas 140W Wheeled Excavator

Atlas 140W
Wheeled Excavator
NZG 1:50th Scale

In 1:50th scale,
the updated Atlas
140W wheeled
excavator from NZG.

Model Details
Manufacturer / Scale
NZG 1:50th

Price

Item No

£TBA

955

The Good
-

tlas GmbH has
commissioned an
updated version of
their 140W wheeled
excavator. The original
was produced by NZG and they
have now released the updated
version featuring a new body
casting which highlights the
new styling of the real machine.
The side engine panel now has
indented grill slots highlighted
with black paint which look good
while the counterweight has a
new shape and new graphics.
The light lenses are particularly
interesting with the printed
pattern. The undercarriage, boom,
stick and bucket are the same
design as the previous version
and have an excellent range of
movement with good use of

A

The Not so Good
-

Below:
Excellent range
of movement
of the digging
equipment.

Verdict

flexible hoses for the hydraulic
lines. The red finished safety
railings have integrated mirrors
and the cabin interior has been
captured well, with the light
colours contrasting to the grey
exterior. This is certainly a
welcome update to the original

release and as expected, the paint
finish and graphics are expertly
done.

Above:
Undercarriage has
working stabilisers,
blade and steering.
Above: The updated rear
end counterweight has been
accurately captured.
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Above: Detailed cabin interior
and indented side grill detailing.
www.plantmodelworld.co.uk

Product Reviews Vögele Super 2000-3i Tracked Paver

Vögele
Super 2000-3i
Tracked Paver
NZG
1:50th Scale

Above: Hard at work, the Super 2000-3i
being loaded by a Vögele PowerFeeder.

Righ:
1:50th scale Vögele
Super 2000-3i
tracked paver
from NZG.

Above:
The operator
station features
a sliding and
rotating control
panel, hinged
seats and
textured floor.

Vögele offer a wide range of paving machines, from the Mini Class Super 800-3i through to the Highway
Class Super 3000-2. The latest addition to the range is the Super 2000-3i which offers a paving width of
up to 8.6m and can utilise different screeds for any application with a hopper capacity of 16.5 tons and
a maximum laydown rate of 1540 tons/h.

T

he new Vögele Super
2000-31 from NZG once
again demonstrates
what is possible to pack
into a scale model in
1:50th scale. Everywhere you look
on the model, you are greeted
with excellent functionality and
detail. The new release from NZG
has accurately modelled the Super
2000-31 to perfection. The front
of the model features a pivoting
strike bar fitted with rollers while
the hopper sides can be folded
up which causes the front section
to also fold upwards while the
flexible rubber flaps prevent
material falling out of the front.
As with previous releases, both
of the side engine bay panels are
hinged, opening to reveal the
interior components while the
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Left:
The level of realism
throughout is very
impressive.
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Wirtgen
Right:
The hopper
folds up,
complete
with hinged
front edge
and flexible
rubber flaps.

Right:
The rear screed
is superbly
finished and fully
replicated, right
down to the
buttons on the
small control
panels.

Right:
The upper
engine panel
and both
side panels
open to
show off the
modelled
interior.

Manufacturer: NZG
Item No: 944
Scale: 1:50thmod
Star Rating: mel.

main upper engine cover can be
raised to reveal the engine and
silver silencer.
The protective canopy has
extending side screens and can
be authentically folded forward
to reduce the height of the model
for transport, linking the pivoting
exhaust stack which also folds
down. The chassis is wider than
previous models and the upper
operator’s area has a textured
floor panel with seats on each side
which pivot out to provide a better
view of the area while the main
control console can traverse the
full width of the model and can

Left:
The entire canopy can
be folded to reduce
transport height.

Right:
The Super 1900-3i
and Super 2100-3i
have also been
updated with the
latest graphics.

www.plantmodelworld.co.uk

Group

also rotate as required. Glazed
panels have been added to
the side frames and the backs
of the seats have a printed
warning triangle.
The rear screed has
extending end sections and
access platforms which fold
down. Two different types of
control panel are fitted to the
screed, large ones on the inside
and small ones on the outside
and all of them have tiny
coloured markings to represent
the switches and dials of the
original, showing the attention
to detail NZG has gone to for
total realism. Small safety and
warning labels have been
printed at different locations
on the model which again add
to the realism. The paint finish
is to the usual high level
expected from NZG and the
model is heavy, highlighting
the amount of metal used in
the construction. Included in
the box is a small specification
booklet giving details of the full
sized machine which is a nice
addition.
The Super 2000-3i is a
brand new addition to the
Vögele model range and is
accompanied by updated
versions of the Super 1900-3i
and Super 2100-3i, both of
which display the latest Wirtgen
Group markings while two
models are about to be released
from Conrad of the Mini Class
Super 700-3i and Super 800-3i
tracked pavers.
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Product Reviews Hamm Compaction Models

Hamm Compaction Models
Hamm launched five new models at the Bauma trade show. First up is the H7i single drum compactor which has
been produced in four different versions. Both padfoot and smooth drum options are available with fully enclosed
cabins or canopies. The H7i compactor is simple to operate, making it ideal for the rental sector with excellent
climbing ability coupled to good driving characteristics and high ground clearance making it ideal for earthworks.
In standard configuration, the H7i tips the scales at 6.3 ton and is powered by a Kubota V3307-CR-T diesel engine
delivering 73hp. Travel is provided by hydrostatic drive motors giving infinitely adjustable speed up to 12.5km/h

Above:
Four versions of
the H7i have been
produced by NZG
in 1:50th scale.

Left:
The fully enclosed
cabin version of the
padfoot compactor.

ll four versions of the
model have been
produced in 1:50th
scale by NZG with the
usual level of detailing
including the replicated driver’s
station incorporating a side
console with joystick control
and central column housing the
steering wheel. The cabin version
has tinted windows which reduce
the visibility of the internal details
but it appears all four versions
share the same internal layout.

A
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Wirtgen

Manufacturer: NZG
Left:
The tyre tread
pattern is different
between the padfoot
and smooth drum
versions.

Item No: 948
Scale: 1:50thmod
Star Rating: mel.

Above:
Rops Canopy version of the
smooth drum compactor.

Above Top: The cabin has
tinted windows and a different
orientation of rear view mirrors.
Above Bottom:
The canopy version allows the
driver’s station to be clearly seen.

Group

Externally, there are several
differences including the
orientation of the rear view
mirrors.
The H7i P versions have good
detailing of the drum surface
with an articulating chassis which
provides steering while there is
also some oscillation built into
the 3-point centre pivot assembly.
The tread pattern of the rear tyres
is also different with the smooth
drum versions having a subtle and
intricate tread design while the
padfoot versions have a tractor
style tread pattern with prominent
raised areas.
The front frame has a slightly
different configuration between
padfoot and smooth drum, with
the latter having a close mounted
scraper bar. The smooth drum is
finished in a silver colour and is
freely rotating. The curved rear
engine housing offers an excellent
view of the area with surface
engraving of the cooling grills
which are enhanced with black
paint. The paint finish is good
throughout with authentic
placement of the new Wirtgen
Group and Hamm markings.

nother new addition
to the Hamm model
fleet is the DV+90i
all-wheel steer tandem
roller, once again, the
replica has been produced by NZG
in 1:50th scale and packs plenty
of realism. The main full-width
cabin has opening doors on each
side, allowing all the internal
detailing to be seen which
includes the operator’s
station which can traverse
across the full width of
the model while the seat,
console and steering
column are all integrated

A

Left:
The DV+90i tandem
drum compactor has
opening cabin doors.
Left:
The sloping rear bonnet offers
excellent all-round visibility.
www.plantmodelworld.co.uk
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Product Reviews Hamm Compaction Models

Wirtgen

Group

Below:
The model has excellent
fine detailing and crisp
printing of the new
Wirtgen Group markings.

Above:
The drum frames have plenty of
fine detailing including highlighted
bolt heads and plastic light lenses

into a rotating module which
allows the vehicle to move in
either direction by rotating to the
direction of travel. Access steps
are integrated into the side panels
which also protect the internal
engine although the panels do
not open.
The configuration of the model
has smooth drums both front
and rear and interestingly, one
drum is solid and one is actually
composed of two halves, just like
the full sized machine. Detailing
of the roller frames includes clear
and tinted plastic lenses for the
lights with cleaning bars running
along both edges, complete with

highlighted bolt heads which are
also noticeable on the outer sides
of the roller frames. Rear view
mirrors have been added both
front and back and have a silvered
surface with contoured water
tanks, complete with filler cap
detailing fitted on both ends of
the rigid chassis. Steering of
the machine comes from both
drums rotating and the range of
movement is fairly authentic to
the original, allowing a large track
offset. The paint finish is excellent
with crisply applied Hamm
markings along with the
machine’s designation.

Manufacturer: NZG
Item No: 950
Scale: 1:50thmod

Above:
Both drums offer
a good degree of
steering movement.

Star Rating: mel.

Above:
The entire driver’s
station can traverse
the width of the
cabin along with
full rotation to
face any direction.

Left:
The Hamm DV+90i and
the Vögele Super 2000-3i
are a formidable pair.
.
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